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Race- and Gender-Neutral Measures and Strategies in
Travis County’s Historically Underutilized Business (HUB) Program
Introduction

The University of Texas at Austin (UT-Austin) proposes to examine and assess the race- and gender-neutral
(R&GN) initiatives currently administered or under consideration by Travis County's Historically
Underutilized Business (HUB) Program. The project will build upon the business disparity analysis
conducted by the National Economic Research Associates (NERA) for Travis County, the City of Austin, and
the Austin Independent School District. That analysis began in 2014, with NERA presenting Travis County
with its final report in January 2016.
R&GN initiatives are important because they constitute the “narrow tailoring” prong of the 1989 landmark
United States Supreme Court case, J.A Croson v. City of Richmond. NERA, and other business disparity
consulting firms, have, however, mostly focused their analyses on the “compelling governmental interest”
second prong of the 1989 decision.
Developing and implementing sound race-and- gender neutral measures and strategies can have positives
outcomes. NERA stated as much in its report to Travis County by highlighting that:
“The courts require ‘serious, good faith consideration of workable race-neutral
alternatives’ for a narrowly tailored M/WBE program. While the County is not obliged to
‘exhaust every conceivable race-neutral alternative,’ such efforts are an important
element of a narrowly tailored program, so that the burden on non-M/WBEs is no more
than what is necessary to achieve the County’s remedial purposes. Increased
participation by M/WBEs through race neutral measures can also reduce the need to set
race-conscious contract goals in the future.”
Another impetus for the proposed project is the changing legal environment for race-conscious contracting.
Recent and potential judicial nominees, especially to the US Supreme Court, have anti-affirmative action
backgrounds. If the legal basis for M/WBE contracting programs is altered or even eliminated, Travis County
and other federal, state and local governments face the prospect of designing race-and-gender neutral
programs with almost no data or information about their viability elsewhere.
Race- and Gender-Neutral Recommendations
NERA’s disparity study also recommended enhancements or continuation of 9 race- and gender- neutral
(R&GN) actions based on feedback from Travis County staff and interviews with minority, women, and
nonminority business owners:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

Continue Efforts to Ensure Prompt Payment on County Contracts
Ensure Bidder Non-Discrimination
Review Surety Bonding, Insurance and Experience Requirements
Increase Contract Unbundling
Provide Greater Access to Information for Upcoming Contract Opportunities
Facilitate Increased Access to Capital
Adopt a Mentor-Protégé Program
Expand Supportive Services for M/WBE Firms and
Implement a Small Local Business Reserve Program
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The UT-Austin project also will seek to identify other R&GN measures and strategies that Travis County may
want to consider. A Transportation Research Board (TRB) study provided four categories: (1) supportive
services and training, (2) administrative support, (3) marketing and outreach, and (4) financial assistance.
Specific activities/strategies under each category are listed in Appendix A. The NERA race-and-gender
neutral recommendations encompass the latter four categories.
The UT-Austin effort will provide, unlike the NERA study, details on how Travis County can proceed in
enacting and administering the above R&GN recommendations (those listed as 1-9 above and others). Our
assessment will identify governments that (1) have implemented the best programs and practices, (2)
provide guidance on which of these initiatives are best suited for Travis County’s situation and (3) offer
insight on race-and- gender neutral approaches that actually work in the absence of M/WBE/HUB focused
contracting programs. In short, the UT-Austin project will provide specificity, useful references and credible
sourcing.

Proposed Approach

The UT-Austin research team proposes a multi-faceted approach that identifies and determines the
effectiveness and efficiency of R&GN measures and strategies that Travis County has implemented or could
implement. The project also will ascertain whether these initiatives can enhance the participation of HUBs
in its contracting program.
At the outset, it is important to state that the success of this project depends critically on the collaborative
efforts of Travis County and the UT-Austin research team. Travis County has the essential, practical, dayto-day experience of overseeing and administering a HUB program. Commissioners Court also oversaw and
the staff monitored the NERA study.
For example, Travis County can provide guidance on the sequence and emphasis of the study as it relates
to the four procurement categories; construction, professional services, non-professional services and
commodities. The initial reaction is that the research team should start with commodities.
Subject to possible changes based on the collaboration, the UT-Austin research team envisions the
following main work activities with roughly equal time devoted to:
(1)
(2)
(3)

identification, evaluation, and analysis of best practices in other jurisdictions that may be
applicable to adoption by Travis County;
review and recommendations about operational issues of the current HUB program;
analyses and recommendations about approaches that have proven successful for the
creation and sustainability of entrepreneurial start-ups, particularly for HUB
entrepreneurs.

Best Practices - Case studies will be developed of public contracting programs elsewhere in the United States
that have implemented and managed significant race and gender neutral initiatives. These will encompass
county governments, city governments, and to a lesser extent, state agencies such as departments of
transportation and public universities. The two selection criteria are that the programs have been successful
and that they could be replicated, in whole, or in part, by Travis County, and within Texas laws regarding
county procurement.
Example 1: Research and assess best practice local, state, and national programs that facilitate
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access to capital by small and minority-owned firms (including disadvantaged firms), including the
City of Austin Economic Development programs, other cities in Texas, and states such as Florida,
California, Colorado, Minnesota, and two others to be selected.
Example 2: Research and assess a Small Local Business Reserve Program that would provide
opportunities to small firms on a race- and gender-neutral basis, as most M/WBEs are likely to
qualify as small local business enterprises (SLBEs).
Example 3: Research and assess requirements for implementation of Owner Controlled Insurance
Programs elsewhere that may be statutorily compliant for Travis County.
Example 4: Research and assess best practice surety bonding program models for small firms such
as the City and County of San Francisco’s Surety Bond and Financing Assistance Program. This
Program makes bonding, financing and technical assistance available to eligible, certified
contractors, targeting small contractors, including M/WBEs, and includes a guarantee pool that
provides collateral for loans and bonds up to $750,000 on local construction projects.
Review of Current Operational Activities and Opportunities—Project staff will examine specific
management and operational HUB issues such as certification, contract bidding and performance, program
policies and procedures, networking and communications, and training and business assistance. As part of
this project component a second set of case studies will be developed that highlight best practices of prime
contractors. This activity will focus on Texas prime contractors in a variety of key industries, with some
consideration given to exceptional prime contractor programs outside of Texas.
Assistance for Entrepreneurs—Both the McCombs School of Business and the IC² Institute, in which the
Bureau of Business Research is located, have substantial demonstrated experience with helping
entrepreneurs start and grow their businesses. This program component is based on the premise that there
is no single solution or magic bullet as entrepreneurs need to have skills in strategy, marketing and
communication, operations and management, and multiple aspects of finance. We believe nevertheless
that several types of financial issues are particularly important for minority entrepreneurs and would devote
considerable attention to bonding, credit, linked deposits, and newer avenues. We plan to also highlight
financial techniques that have been used extensively by some ethnic groups, which might be adopted by
companies participating in minority contracting programs. In short, this component will focus on those
approaches that have yet to be implemented by other jurisdictions in their contracting programs, but which
have proven successful in starting and expanding small businesses.
Examples: Research and assess programs such as those for minority entrepreneurs in incubators,
internship, and training programs, among others.
For each recommendation that emanates from our analysis, we will prepare a summary that identifies a
general level of required resources (if any), a timeframe for implementation by Travis County, and
appropriate measures to assess performance.
Based on the proposed set of activities in this project, we envision a one-year effort, with an optional second
year as described in Appendix B. The timing of this proposed study effort is important. As stated before,
while there is no legal imperative at this time for abandoning race- conscious contracting initiatives, the
legal environment may change in the near future.
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Summary of Relevant Experience

The Bureau of Business Research (BBR) was established in 1926 to provide small business owners and
policymakers with applied economic research and data to strengthen the state’s business environment.
Throughout its history, the Bureau and its work has been characterized by objectivity and independence.
In recent years, the Bureau has conducted numerous special research reports conducted on behalf of
public and private sector sponsors. BBR is housed within the IC² Institute at the University of Texas at
Austin. In addition to the BBR, the Institute oversees the Austin Technology Incubator, a variety of federally
and foundation-sponsored entrepreneurship training projects, and the Global Commercialization Group,
which focuses on helping entrepreneurs in other parts of the world.
Several recent initiatives related to the proposed Travis County effort include two published reports on
minority small business owners and a training program for small businesses in the City of Austin:
An August 2012 a statewide survey of Hispanic Owned Businesses. That research is described in a
report available at: https://repositories.lib.utexas.edu/bitstream/handle/2152/17525/bbr-2012texas-hispanic-owned-businesses.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y.
In June 2014 a similar study was prepared on African-American Owned Businesses within Texas.
That report is available at: https://repositories.lib.utexas.edu/bitstream/handle/2152/24702/bbr2014-survey-of-texas-black-owned-businesses.pdf?sequence=2&isAllowed=y.
A two-year pilot training program for approximately 40 small, non-technology businesses, called
Fast Forward, sponsored by the City of Austin Economic Development Department. 1
The proposed University of Texas at Austin research team has the necessary integrated abilities to conduct
this project. In addition, each of the project staff members has significant prior experience. Bio summaries
are presented below in the section, Profiles of UT-Austin Team.

Administration
The Principal Investigator for the project is Professor John Sibley Butler. The co-principal investigator is Dr.
James E. Jarrett. Mr. Jorge A. Anchondo of Anchodo Research Management & Strategies is a subcontractor
to UT-Austin. Additional personnel are one graduate research assistant, one undergraduate researcher, and
administrative staff performing tasks on this project. All individuals are part-time.
Project Period, Reporting, and Budget
The proposed project is a one-year effort beginning August 1.
Status Reports —Travis County will be informed monthly about the status of the project via written updates.
Final Report—a draft report of our findings will be submitted for review and comment by July 1, 2020. A
final report will be submitted July 31, 2020. The UT project staff will be available for briefings with Travis
County on the findings and recommendations upon completion of the study.

1

That program contained specific modules that would be applicable to minority contractors. And because the Bureau of Business Research evaluated
the program, we have information about which presenters and which topics were assessed most favorably by the business owners. It should be noted
as well as the IC² Institute conducts a substantial number of other training sessions each year of varying lengths and different types of entrepreneurs.
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Please see the Gantt chart in Appendix C below for more details about the timing of specific project tasks.
Cost – Not to exceed $132,000 inclusive of all UT personnel and subcontractors, travel, direct and indirect
costs. Does not include costs beyond the one-year period. To be invoiced in 12 equal payments of $11,000
starting on August 31, 2019. Contract period to start August 1. Services for each month to be invoiced at
the end of that current month.

Profiles of UT-Austin Team
Dr. John Sibley Butler is a Professor in Entrepreneurship and Small Businesses in the Department of
Management at the University of Texas at Austin. He directs the Herb Kelleher Center for Entrepreneurship
and the IC² Institute at UT-Austin. His research and lectures are primarily on new ventures, general
entrepreneurship, and minority small businesses.
Current research projects and select publications include a number of books:
John Sibley Butler, Alfonse Morales and David Torres, An American Story: Mexican American
Entrepreneurship and Wealth Creation. Purdue University Press, 2010.
Mark Rice, Patricia Gene Greene and John Sibley Butler. Business Eco-Systems. Edward Elgar
Publishing, UK, 2010.
Entrepreneurship and Self-Help Among Black Americans: A Reconsideration of Race and Economics.
State University of New York Press. 2005.
John S. Butler and Estate of George Kozmetsky, eds. Immigrant and Minority Entrepreneurship:
Building American Communities and Economies. Greenwood/Praeger Publishers. 2004.
Charles C. Moskos and John Sibley Butler. All That We Can Be: Black Leadership and Racial
Integration the Army Way. Basic Books, 1996.
Select articles include:
Butler, John S., Patricia Greene, and M. Johnson. 2005. “Forgotten Citations: Studies in Community,
Entrepreneurship, and Self-Help among Black Americans.”
Colbert Rhodes and John S. Butler. 2004. “Understanding Self-Perceptions of Business Performance: An
Examination of Black American Entrepreneurs.” Journal of Developmental Entrepreneurship 9, 55-71.
John S. Butler. 2001. “The Benefits and Mechanisms for Spreading Asset Ownership,” in Assets for the Poor,
Thomas M. Shapiro and Edward N. Wolff, eds. New York, NY: Russell Sage Foundation.
John N. Doggett, John S. Butler, and Jay Whitman. 2000. A Report on How American Venture Capital Firms
and Incubators Evaluate Business Plans. Mitsubishi Research Institute, Inc.
John S. Butler and Patricia Gene Greene. 1999. “Don't Call Me Small: The Contribution of Ethnic Enterprises
to the Economic and Social Well Being of America,” in Are Small Firms Important? Zoltan J. Acs, ed. Kluwer
Academic Publishers.
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John S. Butler and Patricia Gene Greene. 1997. “Entrepreneurship and Wealth Building: From
Pakistani/Ismaili Enterprise,” in Frontiers of Entrepreneurial Research, Wellesley, MA: Center for
Entrepreneurial Studies.
John S. Butler and Patricia Gene Greene. 1997. “Ethnic Entrepreneurship: The Continuous Rebirth of
American Enterprise,” in The State of the Art of Entrepreneurship, Donald L. Sexton and Raymond W. Smilor,
eds. Upstart Publishing Company.
John S. Butler and Cedric Herring. 1991. “Ethnicity and Entrepreneurship.” Sociological Perspectives 34, 7994.
John S. Butler and Kenneth L. Wilson, eds. 1990. Entrepreneurial Enclaves in the African American
Experience. The National Center for Neighborhood Enterprise Neighborhood Policy Institute Publication
Series.
John S. Butler. 1990. “Resurrecting Black Business in America.” The World and I 5, 128-134. Professor Butler
is a current Board Member of the Journal of Developmental Entrepreneurship and Journal of Small Business
Management, and a former board member of the J. William Fulbright Foreign Scholarships. Professor Butler
has occupied the Distinguished Visiting Professor position at Aoyama Gakuin University in Tokyo, Japan,
where he lectured on new venture start-ups and general entrepreneurship. Professor Butler has served as
a consultant for many firms and the U.S. Military. Professor Butler has appeared on over 30 radio and
television programs and his research has appeared in The Wall Street Journal, The New York Times, The
Chicago Tribune, Time Magazine, U.S. News and World Report, and other newspapers and magazines across
America.
Jorge Anchondo operates his own consulting firm, Anchondo Research Management & Strategies (ARMS).
Mr. Anchondo started ARMS in January 2000 to transition his over 25 years’ experience in public policy,
analysis and evaluation to the private sector. Throughout his career Jorge has conducted studies on a variety
of intergovernmental issues, worked with large task forces and special study committees involving elected
and appointed public officials, noted academic researchers and civic leaders and activists and minority and
majority business owners. Mr. Anchondo has served as the principal investigator at the federal and state
government, university and private sector levels, on a range of multi-year and short-term studies and
projects sometimes involving multi-agencies.
Mr. Anchondo conducted supply and demand case studies of offices (known as Minority Development
Councils) funded by the Minority Development Agency of the United States Department of Commerce. The
councils located in Brownsville, Laredo, El Paso and Tucson, Arizona provided business consulting services
to minority business owners. He has also collaborated with the National Economic Research Associates, Inc.
(NERA) and Colette Holt and Associates (CHA) in conducting business disparity studies. ARMS, NERA and
CHA successfully completed business disparity studies for such clients as the City of Austin, Travis County,
Capital Metropolitan Transit Authority, City and County of City of Corpus Christi, Corpus Christi Regional
Transportation Authority, City of Denver, City of Baltimore, Memphis Airport Authority, Massachusetts
Housing Authority and the State of Maryland.
Prior to starting ARMS, Mr. Anchondo held senior research scientist appointments (from December 1989 to
January 2000) in three schools at the University of Texas at Austin. All appointments were contract related.
Jorge held appointments at the Graduate School of Business, School of Engineering and at the Lyndon Baines
Johnson School of Public Affairs.
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At the LBJ School, Mr. Anchondo collaborated solely with Dr. Ray Marshall, professor of economics and
former Secretary of Labor under the administration of United States President Jimmy Carter, and Dr. Jon S.
Wainwright, a specialist on affirmative action and minority business enterprise. This LBJ team led a variety
of studies and projects involving minority and women-owned businesses, disadvantaged business
enterprises (DBEs) and historically underutilized business enterprises (HUBs).
While at the LBJ School, Mr. Anchondo served as a (1) co-principal investigator in three business disparity
studies, (2) conference director for three statewide conferences for state and local government agencies
that operated HUB/M/WBE programs in Texas, (3) director of the HUB office, a joint project with the
Graduate School of Business, (4) policy consultant on the State of Texas Disparity Study, (5) project manager
for the implementation of the State of Texas Disparity Study findings, and (6) senior policy advisor to the
Texas State Legislature Joint Select Committee on HUBs.
Dr. James E. Jarrett is Senior Research Scientist, IC² Institute, The University of Texas at Austin. His recent
work at the Institute has concentrated on evaluation (training, projects, and programs), metrics, and
economic impacts. He has published over 80 articles, reviews, reports, and book chapters including many
evaluating innovative state and local government programs on subjects such as part-time employees,
management assessment centers, fringe benefits, public sector retirement systems, off-site workers
(telecommuters), and group bonuses. Prior to joining the University of Texas at Austin, Dr. Jarrett served as
Director of Research at the Texas Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations. Previously, he
conducted and supervised research for eight years at the national Council of State Governments, in
Lexington, Kentucky, a non-partisan, non-profit research and service organization. He received his doctorate
from the University of Pennsylvania and studied previously at Antioch College, the Inter-University
Consortium for Social and Political Research (University of Michigan) and the London School of Economics.
Jarrett would serve as co-principal investigator on this project.
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Appendix A
Below are verbatim excerpts from:
Implementing Race Neutral Measures in State Disadvantaged Business Enterprise Programs:
A Synthesis of Highway Practices, (Patrick Casey, Andrea Thomas and James S. Thiel,
Transportation Research Board, National Cooperative Highway Research Program 416).
SUPPORTIVE SERVICES AND TRAINING MEASURES
Survey respondents rated their familiarity and experience with five components of supportive services and
training programs: business development assistance, bidding assistance, technology assistance, one- onone business reviews, and training classes. Respondents were very familiar with most of these program
elements.
Strategy #1: Providing firms with one-on-one business reviews and/or technical assistance.
Strategy #2: Providing firms with bidding assistance, such as holding mock workshops on the bidding
process or providing assistance with plan reading, bidding and estimating, job costing, and
writing/designing statements of qualifications.
Strategy #3: Assisting firms in using technology, such as electronic bidding, website development, and
conducting business over the Internet.
Strategy #4: Providing training classes and technical education.
Strategy #5: Providing firms with business development assistance, such as marketing and training
assistance or help with business management, business plans, or financial statements.
ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT STRATEGIES
Strategy #6: Limiting certain small contracts to proposals by small firms only.
Strategy #7: Collecting data on DBE Participation that exceeds contract goal requirements or that is
achieved on contracts with no DBE participation goals.
Strategy #8: Facilitating mentor/protégé programs (in which established contractors assist smaller,
developing firms).
Strategy #9: Unbundling contracts (breaking large contracts into multiple smaller contracts) to allow and
encourage DBEs to bid as prime contractors or quote on subcontracts Respondents mentioned several other
administrative support strategies. Strategies targeting DBE firms are listed first, followed by strategies
targeting prime contractors. Establishing a Small Business Certification Making Efforts to Bring DBE Firms
into the Full Range of Highway Contracting Monitoring Design-Build Contracts for DBE Opportunities
Commissioning a Capacity Analysis Study.
MARKETING AND OUTREACH STRATEGIES
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Branding, Marketing, and Publicizing the State’s DBE Programs; Creating a DBE Directory; and/or Providing
Information through Outreach Events, Publications, Websites, and Other Vehicles.
Strategy #10: Notifying DBEs of new construction projects by e-mail. Facilitating meetings and networking
between DBEs and prime contractors and technical assistance Partners Establishing New Relationships
Introducing DBE Firms to Prime Contractors. Encouraging and facilitating partnerships among DBE firms.
Targeting prime contractors with assistance in fulfilling DBE participation commitments. Holding pre-bid or
pre-letting meetings. Maintaining Successful Partnerships. Co-locating DBE subcontractors and prime
contractors on large construction projects to give DBEs access to information about schedule and scope
changes. Partnering meetings in which partnership agreements are formed between the DOT and the prime
contractor and subcontractors. In these agreements, the partners come together to agree on common
objectives at the initiation of a project.
Strategy #11: Publishing newsletters reaching out to DBEs (e.g., publicizing contracting or subcontracting
opportunities, small business programs, benefits, and training; outlining laws and regulations affecting small
businesses) Other Marketing and Outreach Strategies Outreach to Infrequent Bidders.
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE STRATEGIES
Strategy #12: Participating in loan mobilization programs (assisting banks in providing loans to DBEs).
Strategy #13: Assisting DBEs with bonding and financing.
Additional Financial Strategies
Elimination of Retainage Requirements
ADDITIONAL RACE-NEUTRAL STRATEGIES
• Interagency Partnerships
• Collecting Feedback from Disadvantaged Business Enterprises on Effective Measures
• Transitioning to Using 100% Race-Neutral Measures Waivers Allowing the Use of Race-Conscious
Measures
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Appendix B—Optional Year Two
At this point in time, it is premature to know what recommendations will be forthcoming from the first two
categories of tasks:
(1) identifying possible best practices that can be transferred or adopted in whole or in part by Travis
County;
(2) developing recommendations about operational issues and possible improvements to the current
HUB program.
It is also premature to determine if any of the recommendations would require further activities in a second
phase or year two. In all likelihood, however, there would be recommendations about implementing
proposed techniques and actions from the third category of tasks: those for entrepreneurs in general that
are applicable for expanding HUBs.
Based on the Institute’s extensive prior experience with start-up companies, as well as Dr. Butler’s leadership
of the Kelleher Center for Entrepreneurship and the Texas Venture Lab at the McCombs School of Business,
there are an array of possible actions for helping HUBs in the second year. For instance:

•
•
•

Training modules, particularly those on negotiation techniques and marketing of core
strengths as those are key activities of HUBs;
One-on-one consulting assistance from MBA students via the Texas Venture Lab Practicum,
which would require some type of screening process for choosing a select number of HUBs to
receive assistance; and
Working with some HUBs to sharpen their presentation techniques/elevator pitches to both
traditional lenders and potential financial backers such as angel investors.

Please note: these are some examples only and would be reviewed and assessed during phase one (year one)
along with others not mentioned here. Also please note that no budget for any possible phase two tasks has
been developed or included in the budget for phase one.
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Appendix C -- Travis County R&GN Initiatives
Schedule of Project Activities

2019
YEAR ONE
Task Category

July

Best Practices
Conduct literature search
Identify and research known best practices
Develop priorities for field visits
Conduct visits and assess applicability for Travis County
Collect information on new best practices
Develop recommendations about feasibility, based
on benefits, costs, and constraints
HUB Program Review
Analyze findings from 2016 disparity study
Meet with sample of HUBs on current needs
Review possible RGN activities by procurement categories
Meet with sample of prime contractors on RGN initiatives
Observe HUB program activities
Meet with HUBs and prime contractors for reactions to
possible RGN recommendations
Develop recommendations about feasibility, based
on benefits, costs, and constraints
Entrepreneurship
Review local business assistance programs for HUBs
Explore in depth assistance programs for local start-ups
Analyze/decide on RGN assistance activities useful for HUBs
Meet with HUBs for feedback on possible new activities
Develop recommendations about feasibility, based
on benefits, costs, and constraints

Administration

Finalize interlocal agreement
Hire students

Reports

Project status reports (written)
Prepare draft report and submit for review
Brief Commissioners Court (optional)
Submit final project report

YEAR TWO (Optional)
Presentation of Year 1 Recommendations
Submission of Proposal for Year 2 Tasks (Tentative)

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov. Dec.

2020
Jan.

Feb.

March Apr.

May

June

July

Aug.

Sept.
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TEXAS LEGISLATURE
POST-SESSION SUMMARY

Presented By: Deece Eckstein, Julie Wheeler, Gregg Knaupe
June 27, 2019

Today’s Presentation
•
•
•
•
•
•

Caveats
th
86 Legislature – session metrics, budget
Travis County Legislative Priorities – results
Other Legislation of Note – Fiscal Impact
Other Legislation of Note – Policy Impact
Changing Environment for Travis County
TRAVIS COUNTY INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS | 2

Caveats
• 10,000-foot view; the Court can agendize
further discussion on topics it wants
• Fiscal impacts may depend on as-yetunwritten agency rules
• Policy changes may affect the County, but
other agencies (e.g., TCAD) can best estimate
the impact
• Fiscal impacts to the County may be imprecise
until we reach granular implementation levels
• More thorough document to come later
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Overview – Legislative Statistics
Session
86th (2019)
85th (2017)
84th (2015)
83rd (2013)
82nd (2011)
81st (2009)
80th (2007)

Bills/JRs Filed
7,542
6,800
6,476
6,061
6,003
7,419
6,190

Passed (%) Bills Vetoed
1,547 (19.05)
58 (3.7%)
1,220 (17.94)
51 (4.2%)
1,330 (20.53)
43 (3.2%)
1,632 (26.93)
26 (1.6%)
1,389 (23.14)
25 (1.8%)
1,459 (19.67)
35 (2.4%)
1,482 (23.94)
51 (3.4%)
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Overview – IGR/LAWG Statistics
Session
86th (2019)
85th (2017)
84th (2015)
83rd (2013)
82nd (2011)
81st (2009)
80th (2007)

Bills/JRs Filed
7,542
6,800
6,476
6,061
6,003
7,609
6,362

IGR Tracked
2,507
2,091
2,262
1,484
1,283
924
128

% Tracked
33.24
30.75
34.93
24.48
21.37
12.14
2.01
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2020-2021 Budget

 2020-2021 Budget: $250,652.1 million
 2018-2019 Budget: $235,770.2 million *
 2016-2017 budget: $216,398.5 million
 2014-2015 budget: $203,300.5 million
 Public education -- $12,180.3 million increase
 Property tax relief -- $4,980.0 million
 … and no line-item vetoes!
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Revenue Caps – Senate Bill 2
 “Voter-approval” (rollback) tax rate set at 3.5% for most
counties and cities; 2.5% for most ISDs (kicks in in 2021)
 8% cap for hospital districts, junior college districts, and
smaller taxing units (tax rate < 2.5 cents/$100)
 Election required to exceed the voter-approval rate
 $500,000 “de minimis” amount to add on each year
 Counties and cities can “bank” any unused increment for a
3-year period
 Additional transparency measures and reforms to the
appraisal system
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Revenue Caps – Senate Bill 2
Travis County Tax Rate History, 1990-2019
9
8

8%
Early 90’s Recession

7

% OVER ETR

6

7.95%
Early 2000’s Recession

7.54%
2009 Great Recession

5
4
3
2
1
0
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Revenue Caps – Senate Bill 2
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Revenue Caps – Senate Bill 2
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Legislative Priorities – Longevity Pay
Support legislation to authorize County Court at
Law judges in Travis County to receive longevity
pay (if otherwise qualified), which will make the
policy consistent with other counties. HB 2384
(Leach)
• Longevity bonuses after 4 (10%), 8 (20%) and 12
(add’l. 5%) years of service
• County Court at Law judges to be paid exactly
$1,000/year less than district judges
• Effective date: September 1, 2019
• Est. annual cost to County: approx. $230,000
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Legislative Priorities – New District Court
Support legislation to create a new civil
district court in Travis County, effective
October 1, 2020. SB 891 (Huffman)

• Creates the 455th District Court
• Effective date October 1, 2020
• Est. annual cost to County: approx. $1.4 million
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Legislative Priorities – Records Mngmnt. Fees
Support legislation to maintain the current
fee structure for the district court records
and archives fee, the county court records
management and preservation fee, and the
records archive fee. SB 658 (Zaffirini)

• Effective date September 1, 2019
• Maintains est. annual revenue to County: approx.
$1.9 million
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Legislative Priorities – PASSED (No fiscal)
• Support legislation to clarify that sobering centers
may assume responsibility for an intoxicated person
as an alternative to confinement. SB 306 (Watson)
• Support legislation to permit a judge to request
redaction of personal information in any property
record maintained online by a county clerk. SB 73
(Nelson)
• Support granting counties authority to judicially
designate as uncollectible certain fees and costs of
court. HB 435 (Shaheen)
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Legislative Priorities – FAILED
• Unfunded mandate protection
• Local option flexibility for fashioning the
homestead exemption
• STAR Flight rider
• LIRAP/LIP reform, return of balances
• Park police authority to issue Class C
misdemeanor citations for violations of park
rules
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Other Legislation of Note – Fiscal Impact
Tax Administration –

• HB 861 (Anchia) – eliminates penalties and
interest on add’l. litigated delinquent taxes;
possible negative impact
• HB 1743 (King, T.) – reduces “clawback” after
change of use of ag land; possible modest
negative impact
• HB 914 (Thompson, S.) – taxation of non-cash
bingo prizes; possible minimal negative impact
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Other Legislation of Note – Fiscal Impact

Justice System/Courts –

 SB 346 (Zaffirini) – redesign of criminal
court fees, fines and costs; studying impact
 SB 325 (Huffman) – protective order
registry; possible negative impact
 HB 2048 (Zerwas) – abolition of Driver
Responsibility Program; minimal impact
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Other Legislation of Note – Fiscal Impact
Emergency Services – Hurricane Harvey

 HB 5 (Phelan) –debris management plans;
possible modest negative impact
 HB 6 (Morrison) – disaster recovery task force;
possible modest negative impact
 SB 7 (Creighton) – flood planning grants/loans;
possible positive impact
 SB 8 (Perry) – statewide flood planning, with
local input; possible modest negative impact
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Other Legislation of Note – Fiscal Impact

Sheriff’s Office –
 HB 601 (Price) – additional mental health testing
for inmates; modest negative impact
 HB 4468 (Coleman) – add’l. mental health
services for inmates; minimal negative impact
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Other Legislation of Note – Fiscal Impact
Growth Management/Land Use –

 HB 3167 (Oliverson) – play application process
 Approval timeline reduced from 60 to 30 days
 Restricted ability to re-review plans
 Significant procedural impact

 SB 1510 (Schwertner) – apportionment of
infrastructure costs for developers

 Development fees limited proportionately
 Developer right to appeal, collect atty’s fees
 Possible procedural, fiscal impact
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Other Legislation of Note – Policy Impact
Elections –
• HB 1888 (Bonnen, G.) – eliminate mobile early
voting programs; significant procedural impact
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Other Legislation of Note – Policy Impact
Debt Management –
 HB 440 (Murphy) – restrictions on issuance, use
of general obligation bonds
 HB 477 (Murphy) – required ballot language for
bond propositions
 SB 30 (Birdwell)– “single purpose” ballot
language for G.O. bond propositions
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Legislative Issues for Local Governments

 Limitations on “taxpayer-funded” lobbying
 SB 65 (Nelson) – disclosure requirements
 HB 1495 (Toth) – disclosure requirements
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Thank You For Your Consideration

Final Comments
Deece Eckstein, Julie Wheeler, Gregg Knaupe
Travis County Intergovernmental Relations
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